
With notes of coffee, cocoa nibs and a lingering hint of sweet vanilla this beer
is dark, rich and indulgent. To be poured fast into a tulip glass so the
gorgeous coffee aromas can stretch their legs. If it’s early in the evening, an
oyster or two sets it off nicely. If it’s later, a chocolate fondant rounds off this
truly extravagant beer.

Chocolate Stout
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This dry-hopped pale ale is deliciously refreshing. The nose has hints of pine
and honey. Packed full of flavour from citrus-heavy hops with a twist of
fresh lime to create a crisp, zesty beer. To be served cold from the fridge in
a straight sided half pint glass and enjoy it on its own, with a spicy Thai
curry or a well-stacked chicken burger.
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Style ABV Case Individual

After identifying a lack of
choice in low and zero-
alcohol beers, founder Rob
Fink established Big Drop
Brewing Co. with James
Kindred in 2016, a brewery
exclusively dedicated to
making the finest <0.5% ABV
beer. Their first beer was
their Chocolate Stout,
released to rave reviews, and
now officially recognised for
its talents after winning Gold
at the 2017 International
Beer Challenge, and Silver at
the 2017 World Beer Awards. 

This brewery is going from
strength to strength, and is
setting the industry pace in
the growing low alcohol
beer market.

2017 World Beer Awards - Style Winner 

2017 International Beer Challenge, Gold Medal

Aromas of cracker, light honey and pepper, this lager is crisp, balanced with
a suitable level of bitterness to ensure it has a dry, refreshing bite. Keep it
nice and chilled. This goes well with any food eaten on a hot summer’s day.

Golden Lager
Low
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2017 World Beer Awards - Silver Medal
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Style ABV Case Individual

This beautiful ale is malt-focused with a toasty aroma and soft grassy notes
because of the light use of hops. The palate is malty with a touch of fruit
and caramel. Pair this beer with something hearty like a good beef stew.

Brown Ale
Low
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Don’t be put off by the name. This beer is light, refreshing and tart. It has an
acetic, citrus aroma with a smooth, juicy tartness in the finish. It is crisp, dry
and perfect on a hot summer’s day. Drink this beer with something tangy
like a good stinky cheese or seafood with a squeeze of lemon.

Sour Ale
Low
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This will delight if you’re a fan of fruity, crisp beers. Pale in colour but robust
in flavour and very refreshing. Expect a large fruit juice aroma with lime,
grapefruit and a hint of spiciness. A delicate blend of mango, passion fruit
and pineapple flavours, combined with a light, crisp refreshing body,
finishing with a smooth caramel aftertaste.

Citra IPA
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